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Write a book
review of the book
that you are
currently reading.
You need to
complete this on
Google classroom.

Dear Parents,

Hello everybody.

To celebrate
happiness day 2021,
the children thought of
inspiring quotes and
phrases that they
beautifully wrote on
paper phone cases.
We then shared our messages of encouragement with each other in order to spread
hope and joy in our day.

As we are nearing Easter 2021, Templar class have been
creating Easter inspired artwork. We decorated some Easter
eggs and we cannot wait to share them with the community. In
R.E, we asked questions and discussed Easter from a
Christianity perspective. We also talked about the different
ways that people celebrate this festival and the reasons behind

their choices.

Please note that we are continuing to set home learning using
Google classroom. Every Friday, do check the class page for
any new learning that needs to be completed. Home learning is
expected back on Wednesday so that it can be reviewed before
the next piece is set. Finally, please ensure that your child is
reading at least four times a week in order to increase reading
speed and understanding of texts.

On Thursday the 1st of April, it is the PTFA non school uniform day, please support
the PTFA by donating a £1 per child. The Easter Bunny will also be providing each
child with an egg!

Have a marvellous weekend everybody and see you on Monday.

Kind regards
Miss Kasomo

Star of the
week!

Star of the
week:

Alfie.S
For: Brilliant
instruction writing
that was clear to
read and straight
to the point. Well
done for also
working
independently.

A note from Mrs Edwards:
This week marked a year since the first lockdown and schools closing to all pupils. We have
reflected on the past year and the many ups and downs and challenges we have faced. The
time capsule that we have created has given us an opportunity to think of some of the new
things that have entered our lives and some of the things we are thankful for. Through the whole
year it has been incredibly important to me to keep a sense of the school community even when
we were not together. However nothing beats having all our children back in school and to see
the laughter and learning is wonderful. We look forward to another week together before some
very tired children and staff enjoy some time to relax and be at home (without the pressure of
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remote learning this time!) Thank you as always for your continued support and supporting our
vision of:

“Building Lifelong Foundations Together”


